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Community members discuss race

Members of Fairfield's community, including students and faculty from Fairfield and Prep., discussed race issues in the Aloysius P. Kelley Center.
Bennet was on the panel at
Fairfield's "National Dialogue on
Race Day" on Thursday, which
took place in the Aloysius P. Kelley Center. He joined students
and professors from Fairfield
University and Fairfield College
Preparatory School and local residents to discuss issues regarding
race.
Following the summer events
of the Trayvon Martin case and

By Enxhi Myslymi
Associate News Editor
For Rev. Dr. Anthony L. Bennet, the acquittal of George Zimmerman brought about feelings of
vulnerability, anger and regret.
"My reaction was both as
an African-American male, a father and a pastor," he said, "Specifically, the Zimmerman verdict
opened an emotional scab."

Tonight is about dialogue
and healing.
- Dr. Yohuru Williams,
director of black studies

the Supreme Court's decision on
the Voting Rights Act and Affirmative Action, Fairfield joined
five other universities to celebrate
"National Dialogue on Race Day."
The dialogue, coordinated by
chair of the history department
and director of black studies at
Fairfield, Dr. Yohuru Williams,
united residents and students
with one common goal: to discuss
the issues regarding race.

Tebben Gill Lopez/The Mirror
"Tonight is a national dialogue ... If you talk about race,
you're called a racist," said Politics Professor Dr. Tocelyn Boryczka. "What we're doing here is
talking about the very things that
make us what we are. That is what
makes us a democratic nation."
According to Williams, "Tonight is about dialogue and healREAD RACE ON HASE
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Students petition Sodexo
A demand for healthier and safer food options
By Jessica Delahunt
Contributing Writer
The latest chapter in the
seemingly never-ending saga of
students vs. Barone's Main Dining Room features an unlikely villain: a furry brown moth that Julia
Devico '16 allegedly found in the
spinach bucket of Barone's salad
bar.
"I was speechless," said Devico, who later uploaded a photo
of the moth to Instagram. "I didn't
really know what to do."
After seeing Devico's photo,
Emma Haddad '16 decided that
enough was enough.
Taking matters into her own
hands, Haddad created a change,
org petition that states Sodexo

"make the food in Barone healthy
and safe to eat without the invasion of moths and other creatures."
Yet even before the insect incident, Haddad had been dissatisfied with the quality and variety in
Fairfield's dining hall, lamenting
the alleged undercooked meats,
dirty dishes, lack of healthy options and vegetables that were
"hard as rocks."
Acquiring 80
supporters
within the first week of being
posted, the petition is slowly gaining steam, eliciting powerful comments from signees such as Olivia
PentellT6.
"I want the food I'm paying
for to be healthier for me and my
peers," Pentell said.
Freshman James Pulie agreed,

and added that while he has no
complaints with the taste of the
food, it "makes me feel a little
sick."
Sodexo General Manager
Bryan Davis said he faults a lack of
communication for many student
grievances.
"All students have to do is
come talk to us. We can't do anything about complaints if we don't
hear them," Davis said, adding
that Sodexo uses a variety of outlets, such as the suggestion board
and monthly "table talk" sessions
in an attempt to get feedback from
students.
In regards to the rumored
insect invasion, Sodexo ExecuREAD BARONE ON

A Fairfield student uses an electronic cigarette outside of the Barone
Campus Center.
Tebben Gill Lopez/ The Mirror

E-cigarette culture
READ E-CIGS ON
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Barone: healthy options
available to students
CONTINUED FROM PG.
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tive Chef Nick Pawlowski said, "It
wasn't brought to our attention
until days later," adding that, had
the staff been made aware, they
would have pulled the product immediately.
Sodexo District Manager
Brian Hicks outlined a rigorous
inspection procedure that requires
produce to be washed "two or
three times," and then stamped for
approval.
If the spinach is washed more
than that, it begins to lose its nutrients, according to Pawlowski.
However, after speaking to

the manufacturer of the afflicted
spinach, Hicks admitted, "it happens."
All three said they are quick
to assure that student safety is of
the utmost priority.
Insects aside, Davis added
that students need to take responsibility for their own health.
While describing Sodexo's
efforts to make healthy options
available to students through stations such as the salad bar and
the newly introduced "MyZone,"
Davis revealed "The number one
most popular item on the menu?
Chicken nuggets. Number two?
Bacon."

"Students choose what they
want to eat and we can't do anything about that," Davis said.
Some
Fairfield
students
seemed to support Sodexo's efforts, claiming to see no reason to
sign Haddad's petition.
Junior Resident Assistant
Sohail Sumra, who described the
typical Barone fare as "edible," said
that many students have overly
high standards. "Were people expecting five-star dinners every
night? College food all over the
world isn't great."
Junior Katherine Ngyuen
echoed Sumra's sentiments, and
commended Barone for improving

Members of Sodexo staff assert that Barone has healthy options.
Tebben Gill Lopez/The Mirror
and diversifying the menu over the
years and adding new items such
as fruit and hummus.
"We want to help students
in any way," said Davis, as he described meetings he has had with

Class of'17: larger
class trend continues

Freshman Enrollment since 2005
2013

By Mackensie Crowley
Contributing Writer
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Over the past eight years,
enrollment trends at Fairfield University have been
rather consistent, with
the majority of students
being female, and class
sizes consistently nearing
and often exceeding 900
students.

Compiled by
Mackensie Crowley

950

disgruntled students in the past.
"All it takes is a phone call."
Yet Haddad said she is still
skeptical. "I know they care but
does that mean they're going to
change things? I don't think so."

1000

The class of 2017 is one of Fairfield's largest and most diverse classes in recent history, according to the
Office of Undergraduate Admissions.
Senior Associate Director of
Undergraduate Admissions Alison
Hildenbrand said this freshman
class, consisting of 967 students,
comes in second to the class of 2016,
which has 990 students.
Although the class sizes have
been fluctuating for the past few
years, Hildenbrand said Admissions
aims to have "about 950 students
year to year."
With more students applying to
Fairfield each year, the university will
adjust the budget to allow larger student enrollment, she added. Without
the recent additions of Mclnnes and
McCormick residences, accommodating current enrollment figures
would have been impossible.
Students hail from all over the
United States, and countries including Norway, South Africa and China.
In terms of sex ratio, the freshman class is 69 percent female, 31
percent male.
For Amanda McKenna '17, being a student at Fairfield is like being
part of a family.
"I feel like we are already a
tight-knit family," McKenna said.
"Whether it's a kid from my class,

or my dorm or another student athlete, I feel comfortable enough to
smile and say hello when I see them
around campus."
Based on student reactions, attending Fairfield was mostly a positive choice, although many students
were hesitant to share any negative
feedback on their experiences thus
far.
Freshman Liz Solar said coming
to Fairfield has been a way to meet
new people.
"Coming to [Fairfield], where
the class is much larger than my high
school, I've met a variety of people,"
Solar said. "Luckily, the majority
have been friendly and welcoming."
However, not all students agree.
Freshman Chris Mattiessen was
not afraid to share his opinion on
why he does not like Fairfield so far.
He is already considering transferring.
"I love the school and all the
professors," said Mattiessen. "It's just
the students. It's very cliquey; the
people aren't so friendly".
McKenna said she agrees that
cliques have begun to form, but said,
"as the next four years come and go,
there will be happy, sad, funny and
most importantly, memorable moments that the class of 2017 will have
together."
"Honestly, I can't wait," McKenna said.
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Members of the Fairfield community sit around a table of cell phone lights, as the power had yet to be restored during the dialogue on race.

Tebben Gill Lopez/The Mirror

Race dialogue continues despite power outage
CONTINUED FROM PG.

1

ing. We need to talk about how
to move forward in terms of race
relations and dialogue."
As groups were ready to
discuss issues at their'tables, the
power went out at the Kelley Center, but Williams urged the conversation to continue.
"During the Civil Rights
Movement they met like this all of
the time because they had to meet
in private," Williams said.
Using phones as flashlights,
students and residents discussed
their concerns about race, a topic

that needs to be discussed according to several participants. Paul
Bernard of Bridgeport, whose son
was on the panel, said, "We've had
this dialogue a lot at home, especially after Zimmerman."
Through these talks, "hopefully we're going to be more aware
that there's still a lingering problem," Bernard added. "If you don't
talk about it, the feelings linger,
and once you're talking about it,
the sentiments are not going to
stay hidden."
According to Doug Riden of
Madison, the Zimmerman incident led to people becoming more

If you don't talk about
it, the feelings linger, and
once you 're talking about
it, the sentiments are not
going to stay hidden.

- Paul Bernard,
Bridgeport resident

racially aware. "I don't understand it, and I'm trying to," Riden
said. "This is a great forum to
talk about it ... and we need this
on a much«bigger scale."
For Brigid Callahan '16,
events like this one are important
for discussing equality.
"I really wanted to come because I'm passionately involved in
advocacy programs on campus,"
Callahan said. "I think issues of
equality, among men and women
and of different races, are really
important to learn about."
Junior Kaneez Anwar, a student on the panel, said, "Racism

is systematic, structural and institutional."
According to Bennet, we
can overcome issues of racism
and inequality by "look(ing) at
the person who is different, not
as a threat, but as someone who
is made in the image of God, just
like you."
Williams assured Thursday's
participants that "we're going to
keep talking. We're going to keep
dialoguing."
Fairfield plans to hold another dialogue next semester.

Famous journalist speaks at Quick Center
By Enxhi Myslymi
Associate News Editor
He has flown into the middle
of hurricanes, interviewed presidents, covered hijackings and
famine and played golfwith Clint
Eastwood.
Known as "one of America's
most eminent reporters," according to Communication Professor

Technology is supposed
to be your slave, not your
master.
- Steve Kroft,
"60 Minutes "Reporter
Dr. Michael Serazio, "60 Minutes"
correspondent Steve Kroft captivated the audience at Fairfield's
Regina A. Quick Center Monday
night.
"One thing that college students usually tell me is that '60
Minutes' is their parents' favorite program; sometimes it's their
grandparents'," Kroft said. "Then
they want to know how I got into
journalism and if I can help them
get a job."
Initially, Kroft wanted to work
in advertising.
"It was like the show 'Mad
Men,' and I wanted to be Don

Draper," he said.
After showing news correspondents around the field during
the Vietnam War, Kroft decided he
wanted to be a foreign correspondent.
"Maybe it was the fact they
had long hair, or courage or the
willingness to challenge authority,
but that's what I decided I wanted
to be," he said.
Spending the last six months
of his tour in Vietnam travelling
around the country "carrying a
camera instead of an Ml6," Kroft
then went on to receive a master's
degree from Columbia University's Graduate School of Journalism
and joined CBS News in 1980.
Kroft became a correspondent for "60 Minutes" in 1989. His
memorable stories include interviewing President Barack Obama
on the killing of Osama Bin Laden and interviewing Obama and
former Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton in their first joint
interview, according to the CBS
website.
He has won five Peabody
Awards and 10 Emmy awards,
including an Emmy for Lifetime
Achievement. The 2013-14 season
will be his 25th on "60 Minutes,"
according to the site.
Kroft went on to warn the audience of two things.
"Most governments lie, and
most people working at corporate

headquarters in New York don't
know what they're talking about,"
he said.
For journalists, the main goal
is to "get as close as you can to the
truth," but the Internet has made
that difficult, Kroft explained.
The Internet has "done wonderful things" by taking away
censorship, Kroft said, but "conspiracy theories and hate speech
are distributed now to a far wider
audience than ever distributed before."
He added that tough economic situations surrounding newspapers means that "the endangered
product is original reporting (because) it's the most expensive part
of the process."
"You can make the argument
that there has never been more
news with the hours of television
... and more voices with bloggers,"
Kroft said, but there has also been
a decline in content.
According to Kroft, people
should not forget "that technology
is supposed to be your slave, not
your master."
Audience members reacted
positively to Kroft's presentation,
with Lauren Cellucci '16 saying,
"he made the talk interesting."
"It was interesting to hear that
newspapers are going to die, especially because I want to go into
publishing," Cellucci said.
For Nicole Deming '16, even

though part of the talk "was a bit
over my head because he talked
about things before my time, he
used unbiased perspective, and I
thought he was great.
"However, Kroft said a lot

about how the Internet is not to be
trusted and I wish he had given us
some hope as college students on
where we could find our research,"
Deming added.

"60 Minutes" reporter Steve Kroft recounted his experience in journalism and shared his thoughts on the current state of media.
Contributed by Michael Horyczun/Director of Media Relations
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Department of Public Safety.
Tuesday, 9/10
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8:08 a.m. - A Fairfield Prep, student struck
a tree with a motor vehicle, resulting in a back
up on North Benson Road. No injuries were
reported.
Wednesday, 9/11
9:30 a.m. -A suspicious individual was reported and shortly after confronted by Department of Public Safety. The person's vehicle
was searched and drug paraphernalia and
alcohol were discovered. Fairfield Police were
notified and a criminal trespass warning was
issued.
12:50 p.m. - Drug paraphernalia was discovered at Townhouse 5 block. The student
responsible was referred to student conduct.
Thursday, 9/12
/1:53 p.m. - A smoke detector in Regis Hall
was reported vandalized sometime during the
power outage.

A picture of the United States Voyager 1, the first machine to leave the solar system.

Voyager 1 goes far, far away
By Robert Joyce
Crime Beat Reporter

Friday, 9/13

After thirty-six years and 11.5 billion
12:41 am. - Loud music led DPS to a residence at Townhouse 14 block. Fake IDs were miles of space travel, NASA announced
discovered and the students responsible were on Thursday, Sept. 12 that their Voyager
1 space probe has left the solar system.
referred to student conduct
This made Voyager 1 the first ever
machine to enter interstellar space, the
Saturday, 9/14
area between the stars in our galaxy.
NASA has concluded that Voyager
5:13 p.m. - A Sodexo employee reported
two students being disorderly. The students, 1 left the solar system more than a year
later identified by DPS, allegedly threw a ago, but at the time scientists were unplate of food down, causing food to spill onto sure. The matter that exists in interstellar
the Sodexo employee. The two then allegedly space is its most distinguishing property,
knocked over a stack of Fairfield Mirror news- and it took scientists time to analyze the
data and conclude that Voyager 1 had, in
papers.
Sunday, 9/15
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fact, exited our solar system.
Before Voyager 1 became the farthest
man-made object from earth, its purpose
was to fly by both Jupiter and Saturn. The
probe collected beautiful photographs of
both planets, while simultaneously using
the planets' gravity to slingshot itself to
infinity and beyond.
The space probe continues to travel
at roughly 38,000 miles per hour, and
will continue to relay information back
to Earth until some point in 2025 when
the nuclear powered space probe runs out
of power. Until then, Voyager 1 will continue to collect data and study the exotic
particles and space phenomena that exist

in interstellar space.
On the rare chance that the space
probe encounters extra-terrestrial life,
Voyager 1 was equipped with a sort of
time capsule from Earth. It contains a
variety of sound and music recordings,
photographs of Earth landscapes and
creatures, spoken greetings in fifty-nine
languages, and printed messages from
then President of the United States Jimmy
Carter and UN. Secretary-General Kurt
Waldheim.
According to NASA, when Voyager
l's finite power source is depleted, it will
continue to fly through space as a silent
ambassador.

E-cigarette usage inconclusive

1:15 a.m. — Students in Regis Hall involved
in disorderly conduct were referred to student
conduct

For complete list, make sure to
check out fairheldmirror.com

Contributed Photo

By Robert Hagstrom
Assistant News Editor

Stress. Anxiety. Peer pressure.
These are all reasons why people smoke
cigarettes throughout their lives.
Electronic cigarette use among the youth
population is rising throughout the United
States, and Fairfields smoking population
could be following suit.
In recent decades, society has learned
more about cigarette use and the health problems that people develop from smoking. As a
result, electronic cigarettes, or "e-cigarettes,"
were developed as a potential healthier alternative for people who smoke.
Fairfield Professor Gerry Chalykoff of the
School of Nursing said, "Younger people are
starting them first, which can lead to later use
of actual cigarettes."
The numbers are rising in electronic cigarette use by minors, but, "much more research
is needed on the health effects of e-cigarettes,"
Chalykoff added.
Electronic cigarettes are "battery-powered devices that provide doses of nicotine and
other additives to the user in an aerosol," according to the Centers For Disease Control and
Preventions Morbidity and Mortality Weekly

Report on Sept. 3 of this year.
The same report noted an estimated 1.78
million students have used electronic cigarettes
in 2012 and that 160,000 students reported using electronic cigarettes had never used regular
cigarettes.
"This is a serious concern because the
overall impact of e-cigarette use on public
health remains uncertain," the MMWP stated.
This raises the question as to why people
are starting to use them at an earlier age.
"A reason why people don't smoke is because of the smell. The reason I don't smoke is
because of the smell and obviously you can get
hooked quick," said Conner Beakey '17.
Beakey continued, "When you start buying packs of cigarettes, it's going to add up. Ecigs could be a huge takeoff.
The MMWP report noted that un-marketed e-cigarettes for therapeutic purposes
aren't regulated and monitored by the Food
and Drug Administration. In most states
around the country, there aren't any restrictions in selling electronic cigarettes to minors,
the report added.
A Los Angeles Times article featuring
electronic cigarettes among younger people,
stated "one out of 10 American high school
students used electronic cigarettes in 2012."

Now that electronic cigarettes give people
another option, the question raised is whether
they are a better, healthier alternative to regular
cigarettes.
"If it hasn't been on the market for a long
time, I would be apprehensive about using it.
You never know the long term side-effects of
a product, especially one that contains some
level of nicotine," said Olga Sidiropoulos '14.
Of the 100 students polled by The Mirror this week, only 18 said they smoked at all.
However, 13 of those 18 said they smoked ecigarettes exclusively or in addition to classic
cigarettes.
Once enough time has gone by to judge
the long term side effects of e-cigarettes, will
this number be roughly the same, higher or
lower?
Senior Jimmy Fusco said, "People who
aren't addicted to nicotine see it and think it's a
healthier alternative. They get addicted to nicotine when if they didn't smoke at all, wouldn't
have gotten addicted to nicotine in the first
place.
"It's so convenient. People unknowingly
abuse the e-cigarette because they aren't aware
of how much they're smoking in the day."

CORRECTIONS BOX
"Remembering: A Chronicle of Fairfields Recovery" on page 1 said that it was continued on page 4. It was continued on page 2. The remainder
of the article was an attribution to Todd Pelazza. The article has been corrected online.
Enxhi Myslymi's name was mispelled in her byline on page 1.
"Faculty wants Mentor " was cutoff on page 3. The final paragraph has been added to the online article.
Tebben Gill Lopez's photo credits were mispelled twice on page 2 and once on page 4.
Luigi DiMeglio's name was misspelled in the byline on page 6.
A photo caption on page 16 mispelled Rachel Romansky.
See an error? Email info@fairfieldmirror.com.
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Welcome to home sweet Hell, freshmen
9

By Kayla Valente
Contributing Writer
What's really hot, cramped and
awkward all at the same time? If you
guessed a freshman dorm room in
September, you are correct.
It's that time of year again; the
Class of 2017 has taken over Jogues,
Campion, Regis and part of Gonzaga
halls, leaving childhood behind to
take on this new lifestyle called college. So here it is, the glamorous life
of living in halls with doors that slam
and shoving our clothes into closets
that are smaller than we ever could
have imagined.
This is your chanoe to embrace
the painfully awkward conversations shared in the lounges and the
blasting music that echoes across the
Quad and into your room right when
you slip into your bed for a quick nap
between classes.
Nothing is more exhilarating than when someone walks into
the bathroom when you're taking a
shower. Inevitably one of two things
will happen: The scalding water will
burn a layer of skin off your body
(which might be a good thing if
you've already started working on
the freshman fifteen) or you take
a quick trip to Antarctica as you're
submerged in icy water, causing the
hair on your legs that you just shaved
off to instantaneously grow back.
Some of the halls are even lucky
enough to have shower curtains that

Editorial
Board
The first two weeks
Loan Le
Editor-in-Chief
Danica Ceballos
Executive Editor
Luigi DiMeglio
Managing Editor

are notorious for falling down. Nothing says "nice to meet you" like having half of your body exposed to the
entire bathroom mid-shower.
It seems that dorm living is everything we have ever dreamed of
and so much more. Just think, your
StagCard stops swiping you into
others people's dorms at a certain
point in the night.
It's always great when you have
to call your new friend you hardly
know and ask them to come down
from his or her fourth-floor dorm
and let you in so that together you
can read the 60-page article you
were assigned for homework.
One of the most thrilling parts
of dorm life is the unavoidable laundry room experience. On the average
Sunday at noon, about 75 percent of
freshmen decide to journey to take
on the invigorating task of doing
their laundry. The result is staying in
that very room ... forever.
You will also be faced with some
philosophical questions. Is it rude to
take out the clothes of the person
whose washer finished a half hour
ago? Is the rule about separating
darks from lights legitimate? To what
extent do you take the "hand wash
only" tag seriously? Once all of that
is figured out and your laundry is finally complete, only one more question is left: Is it dramatic if I take the
elevator back to my dorm?
On the bright side, the first couple weeks consist of everyone preOur managing editor and
multimedia editor dined in Barone
Tuesday evening. As seniors, they
tried to recall what they had been
doing three years prior. Who were
they hanging out with? What were
the plans for that weekend in the
Fall of 2010?
"Someone told me to keep a
journal - just a simple log of what
I did. ... I said, 'I'm not doing that,
that's stupid."
We desperately tried to remember. The troops of classmates
we ate and socialized with at that
time mixed, dwindled and grew in
different ways. Today we see them

tending to be cool and completely
normal so we can all look forward to
discovering the horrible truth about
these people we currently consider
our new best friends.
What's even better is that you're
sharing your "own dorm" with an-

other freshman whom you were
perfectly matched with almost solely
based on the approximate time you
go to bed and whether or not you
think you're a messy person.
With so many things in common, you might as well promise

to be each others' bridesmaids or
groomsmen now.
Take out your shower shoes
and accept the embarrassing reality
that you are a freshman and will be
all year.

Syria needs intervention
Bosnia in 1992, Rwanda in
1994, Kosovo in 1998, Darfur in
2003 and today, in Syria.
America is left to decide whether or not they should aid of the victims of mass murder at the hands
of their respective governments. Is
America obligated to provide arms,
hospice and military backing to a
country whose people have been the
victims of chemical warfare, a violation of the Geneva Protocol?
As an Albanian and someone
who witnessed firsthand the mass
murder of Kosovar-Albanians in the
90s, I believe that America should
show the same courage and dedication to the preservation of human
rights as they did in the Balkan region.
On Aug. 22, 2013, Syrian President Bashar al-Assad launched a
chemical attack upon civilians in
the suburbs of Damascus, the capi-

tal of Syria and its second largest city.
The Obama administration cited that
more than 1,429 people were killed,
a toll that included 426 children. The
Syrian government not only denied
the attack, but tfiey claimed it was a
tactic used by the rebel forces to shift
public opinion on their side.
These are the facts. There have
been an overwhelming amount of videos and pictures that show the horror
of a chemical attack: dying children
lined up in makeshift hospital beds,
men and women foaming from the
mouth as their skin burns away.
The Assad regime can deny the
chemical attack but given the world
of communication and sharing we live
in, it becomes more and more difficult
for him to hide behind Putin, an ally
of Syria. These are the images we see
and they are the images Americans
are willfully choosing to ignore.
There is fear that if the American military does launch an airstrike
against Syria, it would encourage retaliation, thus endangering our na-

at the 'Grape or on The Point. We
reconnect and reminisce.
The magic of the first two weeks
at Fairfield is intense. Orientation
alone doesn't really capture the essence of changes we underwent in
this time. Some of us did things
we'll never try again, or maybe we've
found things that have become our
calling.
While there are many exciting activities and fun events, we all
know that the first two weeks isn't
all fun and games. Distancing yourself from high school friends, realizing that vou won't eat your favorite
homemade dish and getting syllabi
foral
.lasses can

be overwhelming and stressful. But
don't worry. We've all been there,
and we all made it through those
times.
Some on The Mirror staff
weren't convinced their degree was
right for them until junior year.
If you're not even convinced this
school is right for you, give it a
chance. This paper publishes more
than a couple dozen articles per
week. A lot happens on this campus and it's a lot to absorb. Like we
know that there must be something
interesting and pertinent to you
in this paper, we 'believe that there
must also be a reason for you to be
irreal

By Adthe Trepca
Contributing Writer

tional security. In President Barack
Obama's national address on Syria,
he claimed that the "Assad regime
does not have the ability to seriously
threaten our military."
Did he say military? What about
us at home?
Well to that, Obama says that any
threat from Syria would simply go in
line with the threats America receives
daily and they would be handled as
such. Moreover, Obama is sure that
"Assad, nor his allies, have any interest in escalation that would lead to his
demise."
Of course retaliation is the first
fear that Americans have, and it is
normal and acceptable. Yet, it is important to know that the American
government always puts American
lives before others.
In the grand scheme of things,
the American government would
not care to interfere with Syria if the
danger to American lives was serious,
READ SYRIA ON PAGE
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nature of where freshmen are right
now might not become completely
apparent for them until they are
years into the future.
Whether the person who
knocks on your door while you're
reading this will be in your wedding
party or not one day, remember
that this early September magic is
just the beginning. There are more
people to meet. More things to see,
to try. Now that you're settled, we,
as seniors, welcome you to unabashedly pursue all that you can - even
if you are just clueless freshman
scrubs.

Opinion
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Jobs report contains misleading statistics
By Matthew Parron
Contributing Writer
On Friday, Sept. 6, the heavily
anticipated monthly jobs report was
released by the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics. You probably just read the
headlines and saw that the unemployment rate dropped from 7.4 percent
to 7.3 percent, adding 169,000 jobs.
Based on this information, you probably thought, "Not bad!"
Wrong.
Monthly jobs reports do not
show the true situation the U.S. is in.

The unemployment rate dropped because 312,000 people dropped out of
the labor force, meaning they stopped
searching for jobs if unemployed.
This shows how the jobs report numbers aren't very accurate or truthful at
all.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
surveys about 60,000 households
each month to come up with their
statistics. There are three answers to
their survey: You're employed, you're
unemployed and actively seeking a
job, or you're unemployed and you

are not searching for a job.
If you are unemployed and not
actively seeking a job, then you are
not used in the data. That's the problem with the unemployment rate
that's being calculated. This is misleading and generates a false hope in
the American people that everything
is alright.
In reality, unemployment is upwards of 14 percent, including those
that have given up searching for
jobs. When the BLS releases numbers saying that the unemployment

rate dropped, that's not because the
amount of jobs increased, but because
people have simply given up looking
for a job and therefore don't count as
unemployed people.
An average of 148,000 jobs have
been added per month for the last
three months. In 2012, the average
number of jobs added per month was
184,000.
Simply put, the number of jobs
added per month has declined.
Most of the jobs added are parttime, low paying jobs in retail or food

industries. Though they are jobs,
they aren't full-time jobs that can pay
enough to put food on the table for a
family of four each night.
According to studies done by
the Congressional Research Service,
to keep up with the growing population of the U.S., the economy needs
to be adding at least 200,000 jobs per
month.
How long will it take before the
U.S. begins to realize that these numbers are being twisted in a way that is
misleading?

Syria
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

Dismembering the slut shamer
By Lisa Fischer
Contributing Writer
There is an obvious double standard in public opinion on sexually
active men and women. Women are
subject to a variety of harsh criticisms with regards to their appearance and behavior, and are expected
to hold themselves to a certain set of
standards that society has laid out for
them.
More recently, the act of privately or publically judging a woman
who exhibits "inappropriate" sexual
behavior has been labeled "slut shaming," with a slut typically being defined as a woman who promiscuously
has multiple sexual partners. However, the range of slut shaming targets
has expanded to include women who

dress in a manner that can be interpreted as provocative, meaning that
you can be a victim of these unsympathetic snap judgments even if you
are still a virgin.
Overall, slut shaming is a dangerous misogynistic practice with
long-lasting effects on a woman's selfesteem. Growing up, we all learned
that it is fundamentally wrong to
judge a book by its cover; the same
concept applies to judging a human
being based on a single aspect of their
personality.
However, the major issue with
slut shaming is that the shamers are
putting womankind in charge of suppressing a basic male urge. Men are
responsible for keeping their other
primitive urges in check by maintaining their own personal hygiene, feed-

ing themselves and making sure they
remain professional in the workplace.
When did it become my responsibility to make sure that you keep your
pants on?
On Sept. 3, Kimberly Hall, director of the women's ministry at a Texas
Presbyterian Church, posted a rather
condescending blog entry regarding
her sons' interactions on social media platforms on her mommy blog,
"Given Breath." Hall stated that girls
who post pictures of themselves in
"skimpy pjs" or with "an arched back
and a sultry pout" would find themselves blocked from her sons' Facebook pages, to prevent the boys from
thinking of the poster in a purely
sexual way.
Hall accompanied the article
with pictures of her sons, shirtless

in their bathing suits, puffing their
chests out. Her post ultimately sent
the message that her sons' female
friends are at least partially responsible for keeping her sons in line with
her definition of morality, while also
suggesting that men can post similar
pictures without fear of becoming a
sex object.
Posting a photo online that can
be interpreted a certain way does not
make someone a one-dimensional
person. No behavior gives society
permission to view a woman as an
inhuman sex doll, just as wearing a
short skirt does not make rape justifiable. When women like Kimberly
Hall post these misogynistic rants,
they negate the progress that the
majority of female population has
worked so tirelessly to achieve.
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even if chemical weapons were used.
It's safe to assume that the chance of
retaliation is just as possible as the
chance of Serbia attacking America
after our military launched an airstrike on them during the Balkan War.
Syria has been in a violent civil
war since 2011 and the Obama administration chose not to be involved.
In June of this year, the UN reported
100,000 deaths resulting from this
civil war and still, the Obama Administration chose not to interfere. There
were even reports of widespread torture and imprisonment and still the
Obama Administration gritted their
teeth and decided that it was not their
issue.
We do not want to interfere. We
do not want military involvement.
But we can't stand by and watch a
government fire chemical weapons
against its own people. How can we
sit back as a country blatantly violates
the Chemical Weapons Convention
Implementation Act of 1997, an act
put in place by the American Congress to ensure that never again would
America be unreactive to a chemical
weapons attack.
Never again.

Underpaid, overslaved
By Sarah Woodcock
Contributing Writer
Starbucks runs + the newest
XBOX game + concert tickets + gas
money = empty wallet...
But didn't I just get paid yesterday? Being a teenager is the biggest
luxury and the biggest curse at the
same time. We don't have many responsibilities yet: no mortgage to pay
off, no family to support and no table
to put food on. This carefree, live-inthe-moment lifestyle is what every
child dreams of and every adult reminisces upon.
However, that doesn't mean
we don't have monetary obligations.
More often than not, the words
"minimum wage" are associated with
teenagers for the exact reason above:
We don't need full time, high paying
jobs yet. That means our bosses can
scheme us out of the paychecks we deserve, right?
Wrong.
Take it from me: I'm your typical overbearing, extremely cheerful
ice cream girl at a small food joint in
western Massachusetts. Even though

my job may seem like a joke to most,
I put in a lot of time and effort to only
be getting paid $5.25 an hour, when
minimum wage is $8.25 in Massachusetts.
You're
probably
thinking,
"doesn't she get tips?" The answer is
yes, but tell me how many tips you
make after splitting the money between five other girls on a typical New
England night.
Of course, there are some nights
when business is booming and tips
exceed what a steady minimum wage
job would offer in a single shift. But on
the nights when my coworkers and I
only make $20 in tips for a seven hour
shift, our boss should compensate us
for the difference.
I'm not alone. In a random poll
done in 2010 by Gallup Economy Co.,
49 percent of high school students
and 52 percent of college students in
the US felt that they were underpaid.
This begs the question: Are underpaid
teenage jobs flirting on the brink of
slavery?
When we think of slavery, we
tend to think of shackles and chains.
Obviously, society is very different

now than it was in the 1800's, but the
idea of slavery has remained constant through today.
According to "Merriam-Webster Dictionary," slavery is a condition in which one human being is
owned by another. Technically, we
are owned by the companies we work
for, but this still leaves our question
unanswered.
I strongly believe that being an
underpaid, overworked young adult
is extremely unfair and constitutes as
a mild form of slavery. Our part-time
jobs are not all we live for. Many of us
go from class to practice, straight to
work and then hopefully have some
time to do homework before our
alarms go off again.
Managers disregard our crazy
schedules and treat the work we do
lightly. In California, officials understand the hardships of living off of
a minimum wage income and have
increased minimum wage to $10 an
hour, bypassing Washington with the
previous highest wage of $9.19 an
hour. It's time for New England to do
the same.

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers: Letters
to the editor must be timely and submitted by email to inib@iairfkldrnirror.com
or Box AA. All letters to the editor that are appropriate will be published
either in print or online. The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and
articles for content, length and grammatical error. Letters should be free
of obscenities and personal attacks and should contain correct and factual
information not exceeding 500 words.
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The iPhone's evolution continues in a path of advancing smartphone technology. This time, a more inexpensive version will also hit the shelves.
By Dylan Dembin
Vine Editor
It's here. Those who follow
Apple computers know that the
new toys from this world-famous
company have just hit the streets
this past Wednesday. Many have
been anticipating this release
since Apple dropped their last set
of new gadgets. They don't need
to wait any longer.
Apple has just unveiled the
latest addition to their iPhone
legacy, which comes in the form
of two phones, yes two, that
change the way we go about using
our favorite electronic fruit. The
two new iPhones are dubbed the
iPhone 5s and iPhone 5c.

It is Apple tradition to release successive iPhones, with the
second model of each generation
having an "s" at the end of the
name, as it went with the 3 to 3s,
4 to 4s, etc. The second version of
the phone is usually fairly similar
to the first, but with some mild
upgrades and a software update.
This is the case from the
iPhone 5 to the new 5s. The dimensions are the same, but there
are a few notable changes that
come with the new model that'll
get all the techies excited. Most
notable is the fingerprint sensor
that takes the place of the traditional "home button."
This new piece of technology
appears sleek with a metal ring

around a simple, smooth button,
with an internal fingerprint sensor that scans subdermal layers of
skin in your finger to familiarize
itself with your prints.
This process gets faster and
more accurate over time as the
unit becomes comfortable with
the intricacies of your fingerprint.
This eliminates the need to
push a button and punch in a
lock code. Simply push down the
button and let it scan your finger, and you're in. "How will others use my phone if I want them
to?" You can scan and authorize
others' prints so that if you trust
them not to hack your Facebook
they can use your phone. Choose

wisely.
Next on the list is the new
and improved camera. With new
dimensions, the pixels of the internal lens are bigger, which allows more light to flow into each
aspect of the picture to provide
more accurate color saturation.
Next to the lens is a new flash
mechanism that adds a softer
light in addition to the main flash
to give off a more "real" skin tone
in pictures.
Another notable change is
the new hardware and software
of the phone. The new 5s is running iOS 7 and a faster A7 chip
built around a 64-bit design. This
means a faster phone with increased battery life for those who
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Snapchat like there's no tomorrow.
Finally, there is a new third
color option for the 5s. In addition to the black/slate and white/
silver designs of the 5, the 5s introduces a new white and champagne color that gives off that
bling that we all need.
Also, the introduction of iOS
7 is a big change in itself. This
new operating system has a drastically new and intuitive layout
and feel than past software.
The best way to see what it
is like is to take a peek at some of
Apple's promotional demo videos
of iOS 7 on their website, or you

READ IPHONE ON PAGE
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can download it on Wednesday as
a new software update.
What about the 5c? There are
many who swear by the iPhone,
but not the iPhone price tag. It's
your lucky day. The 5c brings a
fresh feel to the table, with new
colors and a more affordable
price for those who want iPhone
fun without making their wallets
hurt.
The 5c has the same technical specs as the iPhone 5 (same
screen size, A6 chip, camera,
etc.), but structurally and visually, it is greatly different.
This new member of the
Apple family is not made of the
sleek metal frame of the iPhone 5
or 5s, but it has a plastic shell that
comprises its back and sides. This
new body comes in five bright
color options: blue, green, yellow,
red and white.
The really big selling point,
though, is the price tag. The 5c is
brought to us for $100 less than
the usual iPhone price. Where
the 16 gigabyte iPhone 5s would
be $200, the 5c is $100.
This price and design really
demonstrates the motivation of
Apple to bring something new
and different to a changing market where the fewer dollars and
more fun colors the better.
Many criticize Apple for not
putting in enough effort to keep
up with the forefront of smartphone technology, but this is part
of the change that they are now
commencing.
While the 5s is not drastically different from the previous
model, the 5c is definitely an indication of things to come.
This new, fun and affordable member of the iPhone legacy
shows the effort of the company
to curtail their products to the
demands of the consumer.
And, who knows? The next
iPhone, probably the 6, may bring
more of the drastic change we are

asking for.
While the magnitude of the
new changes and additions to
Apple product is debatable, there
are, in fact, changes. How are students feeling about Apple's new
mojo?
"I personally don't like Apple
as a company," said Alex Carrio
'15. "They make their products
look very nice-looking to appeal
to consumers. In some sense,
their products are nice for people
since they are easy to use.
"Apple took previously made
products and upgraded them a
bit and are making a ton of money from them. The new iPhone
coming out is probably not going to be that much better than
its previous version," Carrio said.
This seems to be a fair consensus
among many.
Carrio
concluded
that,
"When the product is released,
the new benefits of the phone will
most likely not match the initial
price of the product."
Is anyone excited about the
new products?
Austin Begin '15 said, "Apple's two new iPhones reach
both ends of the demographic
spectrum. The colorful, cheaper
iPhone 5c appeals to kids and
those less willing to pay big
bucks.
The iPhone 5s appeals to
those with more elegant taste and
who have big secrets that need to
be encrypted with a fingerprint
lock. Because of this wide target
demographic, Apple's new products are a smart move."
While there does not seem
to be an overwhelming majority
opinion as to how Apple did on
their newest iPhones, one thing
is for sure: the company is moving forward in their designs. How
fast they are doing so is subjective, but progress is progress.
The iPhone 5c was put up
for preorder this past Friday, and
the iPhone 5s will be available for
purchase on the Sept. 20.

9/11 Interfaith Service:
Remembering our past

The fresh new look of the iPhone 5s.

Contributed Photo

An array of colors will be available for the new iPhone 5c.

By Leena Kiezulas
Contributing Writer
This country seems to have
adopted another birthday. In the
same way we look at our past, at the
bringing of a new year of life, the
U.S.'s health appears to be measured
by the years that pass from the terrible tragedy known simply by its
date; 9/11
As we inch closer and closer to
that day, we as a whole get ready to
look at the "heal-o-meter" to gauge
how we've done in moving forward.
This process is much like an impressionist painting; sprawled with qualitative rather than quantitative data.
As we look at each year of
progress up close, it seems as if
nothing has changed; the colors run
together to mud. Footsteps take us
backwards—opening our peripheral
vision to see the progress that has
developed before our eyes.
The blending of colors gives
way to shapes; creating a scene of
progression now twelve years old.
Those same footsteps have taken

the United States down a path of
acceptance and rebirth. With each
year that passes, new opportunity of
healing and acceptance is presented
and accepted by those who take
those crawls forward.
Members of the Fairfield University community congregated at
Eagan Chapel for an interfaith service on the twelfth anniversary of
the attack on the World Trade Center.
Students, professors and faith
leaders who had not met previously
suddenly became unified in spirit
under one roof, gathered by the effects of one event, praising one God.
"The service had a theme of
universality," said Jawad Bayat, the
new Muslim Chaplin here at Fairfield.
Whether Chinese, Jordanian,
European of African, "we are all human" said Bayan Abunar, a member
of the Fairfield Class of 2014, "the
events effect [ed] us all the same
way."
While there are natural dis-

Contributed Photo

crepancies across generations as
Time's learned living meets at it's
cross road of the new, we as students
are growing up in a post-9/11 world.
"Parents were suddenly made
very aware of the fact that something could happen randomly that
they had no control over, and I think
they became much more protective of their kids," said Father Holland, "the idea that you talk to your
mother five times a day and you're a
college student certainly wasn't true
a generation ago. That just didn't
happen."
While this Nation under God
was in the midst of heartbreak, this
nation was also given a chance to
show that violence will not defeat
the spirit that it so thoroughly radiates. We live in a new reality that
doesn't allow us to take what we
have for granted; we understand
that we can lose the ones we love.
From one perspective, this
country has never been more alive.

READ HEALING ON PAGE
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Even in our "small, rich, Catholic
school" of Fairfield University, we
are, in a small part, a microcosm of
the world. Ms. Abunar told her story
of how she discontinued the wearing of her Muslim scarf after the
2001 event, "people perceive you as
an outsider, even if you're an American."
When we spoke at the service,
she was wearing her scarf once
again. A sign of change for the country and the safety she feels as the
ticking clock continues to run away
from the country's new landmarked
day.
At the rededication of the Peace
Poll planted in 2005, congregates
shared prayers in eleven languages including Sign, Hebrew, Farsi,
French, Poruguese, Polish and German. Those prayers spoke to the recognition that the events of September 11, 2001 were not just domestic,
but international; and the attack was

THE MIRROR | Week of September 18, 2013
a shot heard around the world.
"It's a great opportunity to use
the traditions of all religions especially Judaism, Christianity and
Islam to pray together for peace,"
explained Jocelyn Collen. "It gives
students the opportunity to see other ways to pray, that other religions
support peace, and how important
forgiveness is to moving forward."
In a world that has never been
more connected, complete with
technology and social media, in a
collegiate environment filled with
distractions that can make time feel
as if it moves at light's speed, in a
lifestyle that conditions one to take
every day as it comes, contemplative
answers that must evolve can mimic
the feeling of being stuck behind
that kid in the hallway who moves at
a glacial pace.
Quick answers lead to noses
stuck against an impressionist painting; only seeing mud, a deep brown
that will disappoint our desire for a
peaceful landscape to escape to in
the hopes of catching our breath.
As Father Holland explained,
"we're here in this business to ask

better questions, to ask deeper questions. And I think what might happen... in an event like this, is in a
larger context of human beings from
different places, with different view
points sitting together, pondering
together, reflecting together, praying
together, it might not just comfort
us, it might discomfort us. That is,
it might unsettle us enough to ask
some deeper questions and some
more penetrating questions."
Despite the allusion that violence always seems to get the better
of communication, we must remember that we do have choices: The
choice to ask the deeper questions
to avoid violence, the choice to not
allow anger and frustration to encourage the violence within us, and
the choice to overcome the tragedies
of our time in the pursuit of peace.
For, in the words of Father
Holland, "God does not seek out
enemies to destroy, God seeks out
enemies to convert, to turn around,
to bring them into friendship with
Him."

Fr. Charles Allen and Fr. Jeffrey P. von Arx lead Mass. Fred Kuo accepts an embrace. Colin Bell/ The Mirror
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Beachside Deli has the goads
Iflf'fBll
BBMUmi

Located at 740 Fairfield Beach Road.
By Joseph Marino
Contributing Writer
To freshmen and sophomores,
Fairfield Beach and the surrounding neighborhood is a place of mystery. One doesn't usually find oneself
down by the beach during the day as
an underclassman. Because of this,
people miss out on one of the best
places to grab some good, cheap food
in town: the Beachside Deli.
Beachside has everything that
you could possibly want from a mom
and pop sandwich shop. The sandwiches are outstanding and the pizza,
although it doesn't touch Nauti Dolphin, isn't half bad. For around $10,
you can get yourself a solid, filling
meal. "But I can't get down to the
beach! It's so far away and I don't have
a car!"
Don't worry about it. Starting at
7:30 p.m. on Saturdays, Beachside delivers to campus.
Think about it - you were out all
night at the Townhouses, you had one
too many
Jager shots, and you've got a
headache. It's like somebody parked a
dump truck on your head, and oh, the

Talk the ©
wine talk

Tebben Gill Lopez/The Mirror

sick and twisted things you would do
for somebody to please, please, please
bring you a breakfast burrito. Give
Beachside a call. A Beachside breakfast burrito with pastrami is a silver
bullet for hangovers. I may or may
not be speaking from experience on
this one. Chances are, Beachside has
already slipped a menu under your
door. You might get one or two from
them, but they aren't like Golden Empire and won't shove a pamphlet under your door every two weeks.
If you're not sure what to order
the first time, definitely consider the
famous "Rustler," a gargantuan steak,
egg, and cheese sandwich with a hash
brown thrown in for good measure.
As owner Yanni Taxiltaridis told me,
"It's the best sandwich in Fairfield."
Definitely give Beachside a look,
whether you are looking to get breakfast, lunch, or dinner. Call them up
or if you feel ambitious, go into in
town and enjoy a nice walk down to
the beach. Better yet, call one of the
upperclassmen friends you've made
(and I do hope you've made some by
now) and ask them if they want to go
grab food.

Acidity: If you have eaten a piece of citrus, then you know what
acidity is. Acidity makes you salivate. Wines with a low level of acidity
will feel flat in your mouth, as if you were drinking a glass of water.
Wines with a high level of acidity will cause your mouth to become
drenched with saliva.

By Andrew Hoover
Contributing Writer
It's a shame wine doesn't have a
larger presence at college parties. Why
is that?
Is it because the price of a bottle is
usually more expensive than a 30-pack
of Keystone Light? Or is it because
the world of wine seems too complex,
serious and adult-like, and drinking
should be fun and simple?
Speaking to the latter point, it's
true that wine can seem a bit convoluted. There is no better example of how
elitist wine can be than in the 2004 film
"Sideways," when Miles, played by actor Paul Giamatti, dissected the aromas
of a Chardonnay.
"Mmm ... a little citrus ... maybe
some strawberry," Miles said. "And, oh,
there's just like the faintest soupcon of
like asparagus and just a flutter of a, like
a, nutty Edam cheese."
Miles' description of the wine certainly did no justice for championing it
as a fun drink. In fact, he made it seem
like a person must speak a secret language to fully appreciate it. Certainly
you don't need to be an expert in wine
to derive enjoyment from a glass, but
learning some key terminology will
give you a more pleasurable experience
and let you hold your own against wine
lovers as geeky as Miles. Commit these
terms to memory, and you'll be well on
your way to navigating the wine world.

©

Aroma: Also known as bouquet or nose, a wine's aroma is exactly
that: its scent. The aroma of berries, cherries, apples, herbs, spices
and chocolate are frequently found in a glass of wine.

Body: Just like humans, wine also can be described in terms of its
weight. For wine, the most common terms are light-bodied, mediumbodied and full-bodied. To get an idea of what a light-bodied wine
feels like, take a sip of water and hold it in your mouth. A mediumbodied wine is akin to the feeling of 2 percent milk, and a full-bodied
wine will have the volume of half-and-half.

©
©
©

Dry: In wine speak, dry is the opposite of sweet. If you only like
beverages that taste sweet, like iced tea and soda, stay away from dry
wines like Cabernet Sauvignon.

Finish: The finish, also known as the aftertaste, is the flavor that
lingers in your mouth after you have swallowed a sip of wine. The
longer the flavor remains, the better the wine.

Tannins: Have you ever brewed a cup of black tea and accidently
left the teabag in the water for too long? If you took a sip of that
infusion, you'd find it to taste bitter and it would make your mouth
feel dry. What causes this sensation? Tannins. Red wine, like tea, also
has tannin's. Wines with heavy tannins are often described as feeling
muscular and chewy, while wines with more delicate tannins are described as feeling soft and silky.
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Spend your Winter Break in.

Fairfield University is pleased to present a flying travel
seminar for students, alumni, lifelong learners, and
Italophiles of all ages! Join us for an in-depth exploration
of Italy's immense artistic heritage.The seminar offers a
unique immersion into the interrelated fabric of Italian
art, culture, and religious history from the Italian
Renaissance through the present.
For more information:
Office of International Programs
Dolan House, Fairfield University
Phone:(203)254-4332
E-mail: international@fairfield.edu
Website: www.fairfield.edu/studyabroad

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

January 1-12, 2014
Space is limited — first come — first serve.
Applications available now!
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REFLEKTOR single review
By Joseph Villarosa
Contributing Writer
It's been just over three years
since Canadian indie rock band Arcade Fire released their Grammy
award-winning album "The Suburbs,"
and fans from all over the world have
long awaited their follow-up.
The band carefully constructed
the marketing for their newest single
and album, both titled "Reflektor,"
which included mysterious writings
of the word and the date and time,
Sept. 9 at 9 p.m., in various cities
around the world, as well as multiple
teaser trailers on social media. When
first seeing these trailers, it seemed

definite that the new single and album would feature a progressive rock
sound, something the band has never
done before.
However, the band was truly
teasing fans with their campaign, as
on Sept. 9, the track "Reflektor" was
released. The result is truly something
the band has never done before, with
this single being their danciest track
yet and clocking in at nearly eight
minutes.
As the song begins, there is a
slow distortion and the sound of a violin playing. Just a few seconds later,
a Studio 54 disco-inspired beat and
Caribbean bongos kick the song into

action and serve as the main beat.
The progressive rock sound of
the trailer, which included violins and
slow synths, is sped up to keep time
with the dancey feel of the song. The
verses and chorus provide yet another
unique aspect of the song: its lyrics.
Arcade Fire is known for their
dreary yet beautifully crafted lyrics
and excellent vocals by lead singers
and husband/wife duo Win Butler
and Regine Chassagne. The song tells
the story of a struggling relationship
intertwined with the theme of death.
It begins with, "Trapped in a prism, in
a prism of light / Alone in the darkness, darkness of white / We fell in

The album cover of "Reflektor."
love, alone on a stage / In the reflective age."
Furthermore, the song explains
how these lovers only saw a "reflektor" when arriving in heaven, wondering if they will see each other in
the afterlife. As the song is nearing
its end, David Bowie provides vocals.

Photographer Lewis Wickes Hine was known for using his photography for social reform. His collection is available for viewing until Nov. 26.

Plights of society photographed
By Erin McDonald
Contributing Writer
Picture this: You're in New York
City in 1930, and your job is none other
than to construct the Empire State Building. There are no harnesses to keep you
from falling thousands of feet, and you
must walk on long, narrow beams high
above the city. Maybe you wouldn't want
to live this experience, but there's no
doubt that it would be amazing to see
through the eyes of these workers.
Well, now you can. The work of
American photographer Lewis Wickes
Hine premiered at the Kelley Quick Center's Walsh Gallery on Thursday, Sept. 12
and will be there until Nov. 26.

The exhibit came to Fairfield when
the director of the Quick Center, Gary
Wood, reached out to the Eastman
House, which is the museum where
Hine's work is displayed. Wood said he
believed that Hine's work would be a
good fit for the Fairfield campus because
of the growing cross-campus city theme,
the student body's interest in photography and the history captured in Hine's
photos.
Hine was hired by the Empire State
Building to document every foot of the
building being constructed for public relations and commission reasons.
But when viewing his photographs, it is
obvious that there is so much more to
these pictures than purely documenta-

Local acoustics

A view of some acoustics.

Contributed Photo

tion. Hine was very interested in human
rights and the idea that all men are created equally. It's evident when viewing
his photographs that he understood the
importance of each one of the workers;
he even named his photograph "Icarus"
after one of the workers. "Icarus" is one
of Hine's more famous photographs, and
it shows a man swinging on a cable high
above the city with his head tilted up,
transfixed by something.
Hine's collection totals 51 photographs, and each one is unique. His photographs are all in black and white, and
they are crisp and clear. There are many
breathtaking city views, but even more
captivating are the photographs of the
workers in action. By viewing the pho-

By Chuck DeFilippo
Contributing Writer
Senior Joseph Marino performed
Friday Sept. 13 for students, locals and
bookstore shoppers at the Fairfield University Downtown Bookstore's Cafe Music Series. Marino played acoustic guitar
and sang covers of a variety of current
pop songs and classics.
The two hour set list included "Mr.
Brightside," by The Killers, "Straight Up,"
by Paula Abdul and "Hallelujah," by Jeff
Buckley. Before the night was over, several shoppers and those passing through
were drawn to Marino's original sound.
Marino had created acoustic mashups, where two or more songs in the
same musical key are merged into one.
Marino combined John Mayer's "Your
Body is A Wonderland" and Alison
Krauss' "When You Say Nothing At All"
to bring both songs to a whole new level.
Accompanied by Nicole Raposo '13, Marino sang Mayers lyrics while Raposo si-

Contributed Photo

You heard right, the legend David
Bowie himself.
This song was a real surprise,
with this unexpected clashing of
the worlds of Arcade Fire and disco.
However, they perfect what should
be a strange combination with production, lyrics and music that are all

Tebben Gill Lopez/The Mirror

tographs of the workers, you are truly
getting an insight into their lives, and you
feel an emotional connection to them.
Another one of Hine's photographs,
"Smoke Break Among Girders," depicts
a man sitting hunched over on a girder
smoking. There is a beautiful city background behind him, with special emphasis on the Chrysler Building. The photograph is so full of detail, and you feel like
you're right there sitting across from the
man. "Work Man on Empire State Building" is a close up of a worker's upper body
and face as he pulls on a rope. You can
see the intensity in his eyes as his muscles
work at pulling the rope, and there is so
much raw emotion in one photograph.
The photographs moved attendees
of all different backgrounds at the Quick
Center Thursday night. A professional
black and white photographer remarked,
"I've always admired his work, and it is

great to see it in person." A New York
City native exclaimed, "I think its just incredible. I'm glad I came," and a Fairfield
student commented, "I think they are
very precise and detailed, and the people
express a lot of emotion." The exhibit was
also showered with an array of compliments ranging from "striking" to "utterly
fantastic." Most people were amazed that
such photographs existed and were done
so well. The attendees were mostly just
grateful that they were able to see such
incredible photographs.
The photographs capture the moment and the true process of constructing the Empire State Building. There are
pictures of men welding and sitting on
girders, and there are even close-up portraits of various workers' faces. The photographs are captivating and draw you
in. Visit the gallery and check out Hine's
work You won't regret it.

multaneously sang Krauss' lyrics.
After the performance, Marino received many compliments, tips and even
offers to play at other local venues. He
explained how these mash-ups had been
a mere realization "as I was driving down
the road in my car."
"I've never paid for a guitar lesson
in my life," said Marino. "It is something
I do for fun."
As a junior in high school, Marino
picked up a guitar and the rest was history. "I have come to a point in my life
where it is weird if I do not pick up my
guitar at least once a day," stated Marino. "I get home from work or school,
shower, play my guitar and go to bed. Its
routine."
Marino was able to convey most
of his story through his music and personality on stage. "If I was not playing
here in front of you, I would be doing
the same thing in my townhouse or at
home," said Marino.

Furthermore, Marino shared personal experience as a street musician
while studying in Australia.
One day, Marino put his guitar
case out and started playing. "People
just started pouring money in," recalled
Marino. "I remember heading home and
my guitar case felt really heavy after a few
hours. When I got home and counted
$212.73, it's a number I will never forget."
Marino will be back at the Fairfield
University Downtown Bookstore Cafe
Music Series in early October. The series
will feature local artists and is open to the
general public for free. On Sept. 20, Jeff
Passeck and Matt Bavedas of the Mudd
Band will perform at 7 p.m.
Likewise, jazz vocalist Amanda
Bellitto and friends will "entertain bookstore shoppers," said the bookstore website. There is a lot of talent out there so
get out support those who are truly passionate musicians.
i * »
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Editor's note:
His Beer, Her Cocktail wants to give students on campus a chance to voice theii opinions on specific issues.
The goal of the column is to get people talking and debating. If you would like to be featured in the column,
contact info@fairfieldmirror.com.

COFFEE BREAK
Editor Molly Leidig » infoSfairfieldmirror.

Amanda s Cocktail
AMANDA MCKELVEY

Joe's Beer

Contributing Writer

"Ughhhh, I have nothing to wear!"
These are the words that every college
girl utters on a Friday or Saturday night. If
you're like me, you stand in front of your
closet sifting through hangers realizing that
you hate every item of clothing you own.
In sets the panic. You're down to only
a few hours until you plan on going out to
party with your friends and you have yet to
find an outfit.
Next you call your friends down the
hall or ask your roommate if you can borrow something panicking because you're
cutting it close.
"Of course! That black dress of mine
would look so cute on you!"
Salvation!
You finally have the perfect
outfit that your friends will J^.,
envy and guys will gape atJ
Once you have your perfect
outfit laid out, its time for a shower
and then a quick nap (unless you've already checked that off before the shower).
Quick Tip! Ladies as you should already know that it's important to eat something before you consume all those calories
in alcohol, so if you're hitting The Stag for
dinner make sure to put off the shower 'til
after. No one wants to smell like fried food
at a beach party!
After a shower where we girls have
made sure to shave our legs, lather our hair
and wash with scented body wash we put
on that comfy robe and spend the next forty minutes on our hair.
The hair depends on the outfit, of
course. So tonight we're thinking lose curls
with that LBD.
Makeup is the next hurdle we girls
must face.
Smokey eye? Highlighted cheeks?
Red lips?
There are so many options sometimes we just can't decide.
Guys we all know that you don't
even notice what extra touches we add to
catch your attention so here's a quick run
through of it all:
Moisturizer, Cover-up, Foundation,
Bronzer, Blush, Highlighter, Eyeliner,
Curled lashes with mascara, Eye shadow,
lip color, perfume, done.
Ladies you know the drill just make
sure you don't cake all of the
above on! There's nothing worse
looking and it's horrible for that "~-^~.
glowing skin of yours!

JOSEPH MARINO

Once we've assembled the perfect look (dress, hair make-up and shoes)
it's time to take tons of pictures.
We know the guys hate to be asked to
take our pictures but how else would I fit all
my girls in one shot?
Girls love roommate pictures, best
friend pictures, group shots, etc. We know
it's excessive but we're not sorry about it.
After a few cocktails you and your girl
friends decide it's time to head out to the
party...now we just need to find a cab.

In basketball, there's a shot clock. In
football, there's a play clock. I'm saying we
start putting girls on the clock when they
"get ready."
You know the
scene, guys. It'll be
9:30 on a Saturday
night,
and you'll text
one of your girl
friends and ask
what they're up
to. You'll get
a text
saying,

Ask Miss Molly
Dear Miss Molly,
Last weekend, I had a
small gathering at my townhouse. Unfortunately, one of
my guests left my front door
slightly opened. I noticed a
stream of people pouring in.
Basically, all of these uninvited
freshmen joined the party. I
wanted to kick them out, but I
didn't want to be mean. What
should I do if it happens again?
Sincerely,
A Distressed Junior

Dear Distressed Junior,
The dreaded word: freshmen.
Also known as the sea of people that
parade up the townhouses at 8 p.m.
looking for the coolest townhouse
party to crash, dance on tables and
obviously take plenty of pictures to
post on Facebook and show off to all
their high school friends that they
go to the wildest school around.
In the nicest way possible, only
one word can describe this perfectly: annoying. All you and your
friends want to do is have a party
with your classmates and you have
girls in mini dresses and 5-inch
heels and 12-year-old-looking

in American Eagle polos bashing on
your door, or even worse, helping
themselves to your Bud Light.
Although we were all freshmen
once, I prefer to neglect that fact.
I'd rather not reminisce about the
embarrassing behavior I partook
in freshman year. It happened three
years ago for a reason. So don't feel
bad kicking them out.
Even the Bible says "the truth
will set you free," so tell those freshman how it is. Some may call it
rude, I call it real.
However, d
p this
opportunity t.
with

Who
knows,
maybe a hunk of a
freshman came to
your house uninvited. Make sure they
know they can stay
for at least one dance
to the calm beat of
T-Pain's "Buy You A
Drank," even though
it may be a few years
before you'll actually
be able to buy them
a drink at The Grape.
I guess we can't
all be winners.

Contributing Writer

"We're getting ready, be up soon." At that
point, there's nothing to do but roll your
eyes and turn on college football. If it's 9:30
and a girl tells you she's "getting ready," make
yourself comfortable. You'll be lucky to see
her by 11:00.
"Getting ready" is the classic 3 1/2 hour
process of a girl picking out her outfit, asking for her friends' opinions, deciding she
hates it, trying on something else, looking in
the mirror and deciding she hates that outfit
too before ultimately settling on the outfit
that she hated 12 minutes ago.
The most absurd part of outfit selection with girls comes when it's time to pick
out shoes for the evening. Let's see ... you're
going to be walking around the townhouses all night, potentially up and down hills
and over grass, and, let's be honest, there's
a pretty good chance you're going to end up
dancing on a table. Looks like the only logical choice is 4-inch heels. Seriously, exercise
some pragmatism and just wear a pair of
flats.
Oh, and how could I neglect to mention the hair and makeup, which also take
an inordinate amount of time?
You know what guys do to get ready?
We jump in the shower and crack a beer or
two ... or live. After putting a grand total of
3 minutes into figuring out what we're going
to wear, we go downstairs, turn on fratmusic.com and crush an hour of XBox and four
Miller Lites witf) our boys. That's what the
"getting ready" routine consists of for guys.
It's as simple as that.
Then, we ifievitably get called over to
our girls' places,, where we are immediately
pressed into service to take 48 pictures of
them and their ■ friends from all different
angles, even thoigh we know fully well that
the Facebook album is going to consist of 85
percent blurry selfies.
The demands are as endless as they are
infuriating. "Take it from my good side! No,
it's the other side! This isn't my skinny arm!"
Here's a novel idea for you: Maybe I want to
be in a picture or two. How's that sound? I
didn't come out here to be ace photographer
on the scene.
So, girls, start doing less when it comes
to getting ready. I guess if you do it for yourself, then keep on keeping on. But if you're
doing it to impress us guys, then I'll tell you
this: We really don't care. Cap getting ready
at 30 minutes, save yourself some time, and
go start your night.
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Weekly 4x5
Because they
like to talk...
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One of the judges in the Mayweather

Bill Nye the Science Guy is going

who do you think would win and

nament this weekend. Thoughts

fight judged it as a tie. How do you

to be on "Dancing With the Stars."

why?

on the success?

think ties should be settled in boxing?

How's he going to do?

Word on da street (by that I mean
Wikipedia) is that "Heel" is the

Obviously exciting for the Stags to
win a home soil tournament. The

Probably with a walk off judged by

If he doesn't win I think all of

They gave us Ryan Gosling, Steve

David Bowie.

science will turn its back on

Nash, Ryan Reynolds, Taylor

Jennifer Calhoun

"villain in professional wrestling"

Stags are already looking to make

us. Gravity will cease to exist,

Kitsch and Rachel McAdams.

Sports Editor

and has been portrayed by Stone

good on the prediction of a repeat

photosynthesis will halt, protons

M \m.

^Fj^
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Jennifer Calhoun, James Taylor, Thomas Shea and Connor Kelley

Women's soccer won their tour-

The Heel

€S

Your 2013-2014 4x5 Columnists:

If 4x5 got into a four-way fight,

James Taylor

\ '
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Thomas Shea
Multimedia
Manager

1

Opinions on Canada?

Cold Steve Austin. Sounds scary to as MAAC champions,

will stop finding elections and you

They also gave us Bieber and Avril

me. Taylor for the win.

know global warming. Yeah.

Lavigne. Boo you Canada, boo you.

This feels like a loaded question.
'Mayweather fight' - the other guy

This guy hosted a children's sci-

So people now have opinions on

ence show, came from a family

Canada?

of multiple-personality disorders, but

has a name, you know?

of 'sundial enthusiasts' and looks

I'd still rather ask a bear.

four? Logically, I'd say '5' would win.

Probably.

like he looks. "Dancing With The

Truth is, I just don't know what to

Oh well, he's 'probably' also feeling

Stars," in comparison, is relatively

think anymore :(

$12 million. Who's loaded now?

sketch-free. Enjoy, Bill.

This self-implosion of the number 20

Wait, what?

is hurting the Maths world. I've heard

We have a women's soccer team?

There's three Irish people to one

Plus, Small wins Offensive Player

Two guys can beat the hell out of

The only guy who even comes

Canada is like America's attic.

Englishman here. I don't know

of the Week, Pichl wins Defensive

each other for hours, and there can

close to Bill Nye's bow tie swag is

There's some cool stuff, but no one

who would win, but I can definite1

Player of the Week, AND the

be a tie? I guess it can be solved

either Ken Rosenthal or Milo Peck

ever thinks to go up there. Unless

ly tell you which bloke is finishing

men's team wins at Yale? Can't

like any other fist fight: couple

(so at least I've heard). He wins

there's a war... or if we elect a

at the bottom. Sorry Mr. Taylor.

wait for these conference ssssquids

shots of Jamo. That separates the

just on that basis.

black man president. Then people

to get here.

men from the boys.

lose their minds.

1

mT\
Connor Kelley

Probably Bristol, CT native, Jen.

Drake Voice: "I'm so, I'm so, I'm so

The way most boxing decisions are

I think his performance will be

Toronto's mayor smokes crack, so

She learned all she knows from

proud of you."

decided: by paying off the judges.

quite humerus.

I guess that brings the Canadians'

Aaron Hernandez.

street cred up a bit, right?

The Hammer
Probably not.

Sports Standpoint
Stags' take on sports channels at FU
JENNIFER CALHOUN

THOMAS SHEA

SPORTS EDITOR

MULTIMEDIA MANAGER

We might be biased here, and
by might I mean we totally are, but
if you search through the sports
stations offered at Fairfield, the
oudook is bleak.
What you have is ESPN,
ESPN 2, IOS Sports, SNY, MSG,
MSG Plus, MSG Varsity and YES.
I have a problem with that.
NBC Sports now has the
rights to the English Premier
League and the NHL. We don't
have NBC Sports, so if you want
to watch either of those sports ...
sorry you're out of luck. It's also
literally half an hour away in Stamford. So close ... yet so far.
Also, I understand how close
we are to New York, there should
be some sort of catering to the
large amount of students from
Massachusetts and the area. Believe it or not, they would actually
like to be able to watch a lot of the
Red Sox games throughout the
year on NESN.
Now don't get me wrong, I am
incredibly grateful for the amount
of channels we do have. I know
that a lot of schools don't have
HBO, or half the HD channels that
we do. However, a vast majority of
TV watchers on campus are sports
watchers. The diversity of the fan
groups here should be respected,
and catered to.
And completely selfishly, I
just want my Manchester United
and NHL.
Please!

This year, Major League Baseball has decided to put a few postseason games on its own television
channel, MLB Network.
There are potentially four
games that will air on there, as there
are some games with conflicting
schedules, and MLB rightfully does
not want to lose any viewers or fans
by not showing all the games.
This is all fine, and I completely support putting games on the
channel. MLB Network has since
become one of my favorite and most
watched networks. No other channel has as good in-depth interviews
and insights as MLB Network, and
the color commentary from former
players is far better than any other
network (not that it's hard to best
the seemingly senile Tim McCarver
of FOX or ESPN's John Kruk, who
simply loves to just eat and yell).
This would be a reason to celebrate for baseball fans here at Fairfield, except for one reason: We will
aE be shut out of it in October.
MLB Network is not on Fairfield's channel list. Neither are all
the channels my esteemed colleague listed above, which should
depress us all. Being told we cannot
watch our favorite teams, especially
come playoff time, should be listed
as a form of torture.
Especially considering that
while these games are not on our
televisions, our cable does have
Soap Net, WE tv, Oxygen, and three
different shopping networks.
Awesome.

Fairfield

Barbershop
29 Unquowa Road I Fairfield, Connecticut 06824

Call us at

(203)255-1347
to make an
appointment!
Tues. - Fri.: 8:00 am - 5:30 pm
Sat.: 8:00 am -4:30 pm
Sun. & Mon.: Closed

Walk-ins accepted
when available

@

©

We do shaves and ALL hairstyles!
Like us on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/fairfieldbarbers
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Intramurals and club sports:
a viable option for students

Contributed Photo
Intramurals hosted their first Saturday basketball tournament on Sept. 14. They will be hosting events every Saturday morning. Three intramural sports are currently open.

By Jennifer Calhoun
Sports Editor
While The Mirror has been
covering Division I sports for as
long as it's been in print, there
hasn't always been much attention
to the world of intramurals and
club sports at Fairfield.
Not many people (myself
included) knew that there were 23
club sports throughout the year
and five fall intramural sports.
On the women's side the
club sports include: equestrian,
field hockey, ice hockey, lacrosse,
martial arts, rugby, running,
sailing, ski and snowboard, soccer,
tennis and volleyball.
On the men's side, club
sports options are baseball, ice
hockey, lacrosse, martial arts,
rugby, running, sailing, tennis and
volleyball.
There's not much reported

about the club sports, although
many of the sports have been
successful throughout the years.
This year, rugby will be
celebrating its 50th anniversary of
being a program.
Equestrian sent a rider to
the national qualifier last year.
Catherine Mclntyre placed 5th in
the Open Over the Fences at the
national qualifiers.
According to their page, men's
ice hockey finished in the top ten
ACHA standings and qualified for
the ACHA regional tournament.
They also finished with a 10-5
record in the regular season.
According to the Fairfield
website, "Each team is primarily
organized and managed by
students. Since Sport Clubs have
more specific needs than most
other student organizations, the
Associate Director of Recreation
serves
as
the
Sport
Club

Administrator."
The site went on to say: "Team
commitments, while competing
regionally or nationally, are less
demanding than varsity sports'
competition. Practices are often
only held once or twice each week.
Club game schedules have fewer
competitions than a Department
of Athletics varsity team."
Throughout the year, The
Mirror will highlight one of the
club sports every week.
Intramurals are one of the
largest organizations on campus,
and
runs
throughout
both
semesters.
In the fall, intramurals will
offer flag football, outdoor soccer
and co-ed volleyball. They will
also be hosting a golf tournament
and a tennis-singles tournament as
well as weekly Saturday afternoon
events.

Intramurals
have
always
been a good way to get involved
on
campus,
especially
for
freshmen.
The games are played at

nights from Sunday to Thursday.
Intramurals can be signed up for
online until the end of Sept. 18.

Contributed Photo
intramurals participants playing flag football in 2012.

Schneider SayS* A weekly look at fantasy football

Tebben Gill Lopez/The Mirror

By Matt Schneider
Sports Columnist

Week two has come and gone,
and it takes with it some interesting
fantasy storylines.
Last week, the player at the
center of most fantasy talk was
Peyton Manning, when he threw
an outrageous seven touchdown
passes (and earned one lucky
owner 60 points in my league).
This week, Aaron Rodgers
took over the spotlight, throwing
for 480 yards and four touchdowns,
tying a Green Bay Packers alltime-record in the process. I was
fortunate enough to have him on
my team, and was more than happy
to take the 43 points he earned me.
Peyton Manning continued his
dominance over little brother Eli in
head-to-head matchups, defeating
the Giants 41-23, and racking up
•
some impressive fantasy numbers

(307 yards and two touchdowns for
24 points in my league).
Adrian Peterson had a quiet
afternoon fantasy-wise, rushing for
100 yards and no touchdowns for
nine points, leaving those that took
him with the first overall pick in
their drafts scratching their heads.
David Wilson continued his
stint in New York Giants coach
Tom Coughlin's doghouse, rushing
for 17 yards and a measly one
fantasy point.
A trend seems to be
developing in which the running
backs that we fantasy owners
spent our first-round picks on
are underperforming, and the
quarterbacks that we picked later
on in our drafts are making or
breaking our games.
Although
many
running

backs are struggling (minus a few
exceptions such as LeSean McCoy
and Reggie Bush), I feel confident
that it is only a matter of time
before they return to true fantasy
form, and once again become the
game-changers they were drafted
to be.
There are a few players that I
would suggest keeping an eye on
this next week. James Jones, wide
receiver from the Packers, scored a
whopping 28 fantasy points in my
league after being held without a
single catch last week.
If any owner in your league
was foolish enough to drop him
after an unproductive week (as
I was), be sure to pick him up
immediately.
Eddie Royal made a name
for himself this Sunday, mowing

through my beloved Philadelphia
Eagles defense like it was Swiss
cheese to the tune of 90 yards and
three touchdowns.
Finally, Knowshon Moreno
showed he still has what it takes to
be a fantasy asset when he led the
Denver Broncos in rushing with 93
rushing yards and two touchdowns.
I may be overreacting, but
I feel that Moreno and Royal can
continue to produce in the coming
weeks.
They should be available in
most leagues, so I suggest claiming
them off waivers, or, failing that, at
least keeping an eye on them.
That's all for this week, I'll be
waiting for Thursday night and the
start of the next fantasy week.
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Stags set to
impress
CONT. FROM 16

Men's Basketball

playing minutes in a depleted
frontcourt this basketball season.
Hailing from Cedar Creek
High School in Egg Harbor
City, NY, Kristine Miller is a
6'1" forward who averaged 19.9
points, 9 rebounds, and 2.3 blocks
per game in her senior season of
high school.
Aside from being a 4-time
All-Cape
Atlantic
League
selection, she was named twotime team MVP, Atlantic City
Press Player of the Year, and FirstTeam All South Jersey.
With such strong rebounding
and blocking numbers, she can
serve as a defensive roadblock for
opposing teams.
If Miller can play with the
Stags basketball team the same
way that she has throughout high
school, expect for her to become
instrumental to the team's success.
With the departures of
Laura Vetra
'13 and Brittany
MacFarlane '13 at the forward and
center positions, expect for these
three freshmen to be huge front
court contributors this season.

Lincoln Davis was a standout
student-athlete at Central Catholic
High School in Pittsburgh, Penn.,
Davis will provide much-needed
depth at the guard position with
the departures of Derek Needham
'13, Desmond Wade '13 and Colin
Nickerson '13.
These three players started
at various times throughout
the 2012-13 season and were
instrumental to the team's success.
Because of the void left at
guard, Davis will give the Stags
precious minutes off the bench in
the 2013-14 campaign.
In his senior year of high
school, he averaged 18 points and
2.3 steals per game. As a defensive
specialist and effective scorer,
expect Davis to see a fair amount
of successful play time for the
Stags this season.
The Stags from all teams are
ready to put in a solid effort this
season. These new Stags will be
looking to the upperclassmen
teammates to guide them through
their opening season.
Many of these teams have the
senior leadership to keep these
Stags on track.
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ley'17-Men's Cross
Country
-From: Weymouth, Massachusetts
-Finished third overall in the O'Neil
Invitational, with a time of 16:43:61.
-Three-time varsity letter winner for
cross country in high school, four-time
winner in track.
Bella Guanciale '17 -Volleyball
-From: Westerville, Ohio
-Position: Libero

Stef Vickers '17 - Women's Cross
Country
-From: Remensburg, New York

-Will split time with Carsen Mata '14 at
libero, as they take over for Kara Reis.

-Finished second overall in the O'Neill
Invitational, with a time of 16:37:28.

- Has 84 digs on the season, good for
fourth on the team.

-Captain of her high school cross
country team in her junior and senior
years, and was a three-time varsity
letter winner

®GQ
HadleyOrr'16-Volleyball
-From: Forest, Indiana
-Position: Outside hitter
-The only non-freshman on this list,
sophomore Orr transferred from Michi
gan State this past year.
-Third on the team in kills (75) and
second on the team in digs (88).

Caitlin Bennett '17 - Field Hockey
Martin Lindgren '17 - Men's Soccer
- From Sundbyberg, Sweden

-From: Fairfield, Connecticut
-Position: Goal Keeper

-Position: Defender
-6 feet 3 inches tall

-Is the starting goal keeper this year for

-Started all three games for the Stags

the Stags, being the only goal keeper
listed on the team roster

to replace loss of Adam Cowen '13
and Jonathan R

-In high school, she allowed just fourteen total goals in four years.

Fairfield University's Fall 2013

Career Fair
Connect with employers about job
and internship opportunities!
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Thursday, September 26
11a.m.-3 p.m.
The Leslie C. Quick Jr. Recreation Complex
(adjacent to Alumni Hall)

[/Suits recommended
[/Bring lots of resumes and your StagCard
For a list of companies, please refer to the
Planning Center Web site: www.fairfield.edu/cpc.
For more information, call the
Career Planning Center at (203) 254-4081.
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By Pat Kiernan
Contributing Writer

Every year, Fairfield brings
in a new crop of freshman athletes
who immediately make an impact
on their teams and the whole of
Fairfield athletics. Here we take
a look at some of the athletes
predicted to be big players this
year.

Field Hockey
A promising freshman hailing
from Chaumont Gistoux, Belgium,
Julie de Paeuw has been a member
of the U21 Belgian Junior National
Field Hockey Team since the age
of 15.
In addition to that, she played
in the 2013 U21 Women's Junior
World Cup this past summer. This
impressive resume alone gives
De Paeuw an excellent chance to
succeed this season as a starter
with the Stags.

Through four games thus far,
the 5 feet 8 inches forward is the
team's second-leading scorer who
has led them to a 3-1 record.
Just last week, she was named
the America East Field Hockey
Rookie of the Week and should
definitely be noted as a breakout
player as well as a star for the 2013
Fairfield Stags Field Hockey team.

Women's Soccer
Even though the soccer team
is headlined by Ashley Small '15
and Megan O'Brien '15, Sydney
Arestivo and Brenna Brown are
two freshmen to take notice of
throughout this soccer season.
These midfield and forward
players from Northport, N.Y., and
North Salem, N.Y., respectively,
and bring much talent to Fairfield.
Arestivo
finished
her
high
school career at St. Anthony's
in New York as the number 7
prospect across the entire state
according to topdrawersoccer.
com. She also won conference
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and state championships in her
junior and senior years. Brown,
during her high school career,
collected an astounding amount of
accomplishments.
As a member of North Salem
High School in New York, She
finished her soccer career with
162 points and 70 goals. In her
senior season, Brown was named
the Section One Player of the Year
and First Team All-State.
Clearly, Arestivo and Brown
were both incredible high school
athletes and are bound to see
similar success over their years as
Stags.

Men's Soccer
First-year starter Joe Martin
is certain to have an immediate
impact with the Stags men's soccer
team. An international product
from York, England, Martin brings
an excellent skillset at goalkeeper
which will make the departure of
Michael O'Keeffe '13, a former
All-MAAC Team member, seem
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less discouraging towards the
team's success.
In the first week of the season,
Martin has already received
MAAC Defensive Player of the
Week honors as he held Hartwick
College
and
Northeastern
University to a total of 6 goals,
helping the team post a 1-1 record.
Count on him to have
continued success throughout this
season and serve as an integral part
of the soccer team over the next 4
years of his collegiate career.

Women's Basketball
In her senior year of high
school in Sudbury, Canada,
Samantha Cooper averaged 24.8
points and 10 rebounds per game.
Standing at 6 feet 2 inches
this power forward has been
named her high school's Athlete
of the Year three times and the city
of Sudbury's Athlete of the Year
twice.
As a member of Team
Ontario, she helped lead her

team to three national titles and
earned First Team All-Star honors.
Clearly, Cooper has performed
exceedingly well over the years
and looks to be a contributory
player for the Lady Stags.
Kelsey Carey is a 6 feet tall
forward who scored 2,174 points
over her high school career at
Saint Joseph Hill Academy in
Staten Island, NY.
In addition to that, she is a
four-time Catholic High School
MVP, a three-time All-Star as
chosen by the New York Daily
News, and averaged 26.4 points
and 15 rebounds per game in her
senior season.
She also received the Nike
Game Changer Award in her
junior year and was named
the New York Post Player of
the Week an impressive three
times. These huge numbers and
accolades earned by Carey should
immediately translate into ample
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